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nitrogen have been used as a blood substitute, which circulates as a liquid in the bloodstream in direct contact with the blood cells. They allow blood cells to function normally, and
prevent blood cells from coagulating. Oxygen is contained in hemoglobin molecules in red blood cells and oxygenated blood flows through the circulatory system. However, oxygen
and nitrogen have the disadvantages that they may be dissolved in body fluids or excreted as gas by excretion in urine and/or breath in a relatively short time. Furthermore, since
the amount of dissolved oxygen or nitrogen directly affects the blood cell function, the blood substitute must have a sufficient amount of dissolved oxygen or nitrogen. The blood

cell function requires a relatively high concentration of dissolved oxygen or nitrogen. Therefore, as described in JP-A-9-252217, and others, a blood substitute containing perfluoro-
polyether-based compounds have been developed as oxygen and nitrogen carriers. The perfluoro-polyether-based compounds have a very high solubility in water. Therefore, a

significant amount of the blood substitute can be injected. Because of its high solubility, the blood substitute containing the perfluoro-polyether-based compound, circulates not as a
gas, but as a dissolved liquid in the circulatory system. The blood substitute is required to have the molecular weight lower than the whole body blood. To lower the molecular

weight, an hydroxyl group is attached to the terminus of the perfluoro-polyether-based compound. As described in JP-A-9-252217, a complex of perfluoro-polyether-based
compounds and a biological substance (e.g., dextran) or the blood substitute can be obtained by mixing a perfluoro-polyether-based compound with a solution containing a

biological substance, and then by coagulating the resulting mixture. The oxygen and nitrogen carriers prepared by the above method has the following disadvantages. Because of
its high water-solubility, the oxygen and nitrogen carriers are highly unstable and decompose when coagulated by the mixing process with a biological substance. This results in a

variety of impurities in a product when the complex is used for blood substitute applications. An object of the invention is to provide a novel oxygen and nitrogen carrier
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